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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE. 
CHRISTIAN MAERTEN, JR., OF MARTINSWILLE, NEW YORK. 

PNEU ATIC ACTION FOR MUSICAL INSTRUMENTs. 
No. 879,110. Specification of Letters Patent. Patented Feb. 11, 1908. 

Application filed April 3, 1907, Serial No. 386,145. 
To all whom it may concern: 
Be it known that I, CHRISTIAN MAERTEN, 

Jr., a citizen of the United States, residing at 
5 

() 

Aiartinsville, in the county of Niagara and 
State of New York, have invented a new and 
useful improvement in. Pneumatic Actions 
for Musical Instruments, of which the follow ing is a specification. 
This invention relates to pneumatic ac 

tions for musical instruments, and more par 
ticularly to the valves for controlling the 
pneumatic motors of pneumatic actions for a self-playing instriments. 
The invention is illustrated in the drawings 

and hereinafter described in connection with 
actions for self-playing organs or wind instru 
ments, but is applicable also to pianos, me 
chanical piano players, and other instru ments capable of operation by pneumatic 

2 () action. ihe valves shown are operated by pneumatic pressure controlled by a perfo 
rated note sheet traveling over a tracker 
board in the usual manner, but they could 

2 5 slso be actuated by mechanical means. Each pneumatic in an action of the sort 
illustrated is controlled by a double valve or 
two coöperating valves for alternately con 
necting the pneumatic with the exhaust 
trunk and atmosphere, or wind chest, to col lapse 3. 
operat 

. . . . 

d expand the pneumatic, or move its 
e part in opposite directions, and the 
it this invention are to provide valves 

for this purpose which will be positive and 
3. 5 

40 
sactised bets 

sponsive in action and which can 
led with less power than is required 

\e operation of valves heretofore used; 
provide an operating connection be 

{wear the two valves whereby a leverage is 
geen the valves in favor of one of 

that}); also to make the lever connection be 
tween the valves adjustable to regulate the 
novernents of the valves. 

in the accompanying drawings: Figure 
is a fragmentary sectional elevation of a 
larged 

50 

5 5 

gnei) matic action for a self-playing organ, 
&mbodying the invention. Fig. 2 is an en 

sectional elevation of the controlling 
valves for a pneumatic and their chamber 
3rd actuating device, aski si) owing a different 
position of the valves. Fig. 3 is a sectional 
eievation of the valve chanaber and valves, 
in line 3-3, Fig. 3. is a sectional ele 

es and its operating 
te. Fig. 5 is a sec 

is fig. 2, sh; wing a 

fragmentary Sectional elevation of an organ action of a modified construction. 
Like letters of reference refer to like parts in the several figures. 
Referring particularly to Fig. 1, A repre 

sents one of the speaking pipes of an organ, 
B the wind chest, Cone of the valves for con 
trolling communication between the wind 
chest and the pipe or pipes for each note, D 
the pneumatic motor, bellows or pneumatic 
which operates the pipe valve through the 
push rod dor other connection, Ethe exhaust 
trunk in which a suction or partial vacuum is 
maintained, and F the tracker board, over 
the channels of which the perforated note 
sheet,f travels to control the operation of the 
action. This action with the exception of 
the arrangement and construction of the con 
trolling valves for the pneumatic D, which 
will be hereinafter described, is of well known 
construction and operation. The pneumatic 
D is connected by a conduit or passage g to a 
valve chamber g’ which is connected by a 
port g with the exhaust trunk E and by a port g with the atmosphere. 

H. H. Fig. 1, represent coöperating valves 
controlling the ports g and g, respectively, 
for each pneumatic. The valves are con 
nected to move together, as later described. 
The stem of the valve H is attached to a 
diaphragm I arranged in the exhaust trunk 
Over a chamber connecting by a passage or 
pipe to one of the channels of the tracker 
board. This passage also connects by the 
usual bleeder duct with the exhaust trunk. 
When one of the perforations of the note 
sheet registers with the corresponding chan 
nel of the tracker board, the atimospheric 
pressure entering the channel and passage . 
will lift the diaphragm and valve H connected 
thereto, and open the port g', thus connect 
ing the conduit g for the pneumatic with the 
exhaust trunk. The air will then be drawn 
out of the pneumatic and the latter collapsed 
to open the pipe valve C and cause the speak 
ing of the instrument. The valve H is 
moved to close the port g to the atmosphere, 
by the opening of the other valve H. When 
an imperforate portion of the note sheet cov 
ers a channel of the tracker board, the pres 
sure in the corresponding passage. will be 
reduced by the suction in the exhaust trunk 
through the bleeder, duct ' and the dia 
phragm will again descend and seat the valve 
H, so as to close the port g to the exhaust r:ction. Fig. 3 is a trunk and permit the opening of the other 
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: valves. 
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valve H, the end of the lever arm being pref 

30 

35 other valve H' will swin 

40 
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55 

also be adjusted slightly by angularly ad 
60, 

ments of the valves can be secured, and the 

65 

one of the upright walls of the valve cham 
5. A lever L is secured to this valve and has an 

in Figs. 1 and 4, while, when the valve His 

of the valves toward and from their seats. 
valve to which it is secured, a leverage is se 

a 
valve H controlling the port g to the atmos 
phere. The atmospheric pressure will then 
enter the pneumatic through the port g, 
valve chamber and passage . thereby dis tending the pneumatic and allowing the pipe 
valve C to close under the action of the usual/ 
spring. . . 
The valves H H for controlling the pneu 

matic may be of different construction and 
arrangement. As shown in Figs. 1-3, the 
valve H consists of a vertically movable block guided by fixed upright pins k extending 
through notched flanges at the ends of the 

The valve could, however, be of the 
ordinary hinged type illustrated at H in Fig. 
5, but the vertically movable valve is prefer 
able for the reason that its stem moves ver 
tically only and does not swing or tilt at its 
connection with the diaphragm, and is there fore less liable to injure the diaphragm. The 
other valve H" is preferably of the usual 
hinged type and is arranged to seat against 
ber, to close the port g to the atmosphere. 
arm l projecting therefrom at an angle and 
adapted to bear at its free end on the other 
erably curved or rounded so that it can rock 
on the valve. A piece of skin or other suit 
able, pliable material is preferably cemented 
to the valve H for the arm to bear against. 
The arrangement of the valves and lever L. 
is such that, when the valve His seated, the 

g away from its seat 
and open the atmospheric port, as indicated 
unseated to open the suction port g”, it will 
through the lever L seat the other valve H'. 

In order to secure a proper movement of 
the valves, the lever L is preferably langu 
larly adjustable on the valve to which it is 
secured. For this purpose the lever is at 
tached to the valve H' by two screws land is 
provided between these screws with a lateral 
projection or bend which bears against the 
face of the valve. By loosening one screw 
and tightening up the other the free end of 
the lever arm t can be adjusted up or down, 
thus permitting a greater or less movement 

As the lever arm projects at an angle to the 
cured between the valves in favor of the 
valve H which is actuated by the diaphragm, 
and this leverage can be increased or de 
creased as required, by making the lever arm 
of the necessary length. The leverage can 
justing the lever L by means of its securing 
screws. adjusting the lever L the necessary move 

valve H can be moved against the atmos pheric pressure acting thereon by a feebler 

attenuated, a less 
can be used. 

wind chest. 

Thus by Fpery proportioning and 

879,120 

impulse on the diaphragm than would be 
required if the valves were directly connected 
to each other or to the same stem, and there 
fore the channels of the trackerboard and 
passages leading from the same to the dia 
phragms can be made smaller, which permits 
a closer arrangement of the channels, and 
perforations in the note sheet and makes it 
possible to use a note sheet of less width than 
ordinarily employed. For the same reason, 
smaller. diaphragms can be used and as the 
pressure in the exhaust trunk need not be so 

powerful exhaust device 
In the drawings the valve His shown as 

operated by a diaphragm but it will be un 
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80 

derstood that a bellows or other pressure 
operated device could be employed instead. 

he described lever connection between the 
valves would also be desirable with valves 
operated by electro-magnets, or other means, 
for the reason that less power would be re 
quired to actuate the valves. 

Fig.6 shows the valves H and H' applied 
to a different action in which the pneumatic 
D', which operates the pipe valve C, is oper 

compressed air instead of suction and atmos 
pheric pressure, as in the action, described. 
In this action shown in Fig. 6, the pneumatic 
or bellows Dislogated in the wind chest B, being exposed extérnally to the air pressure 
in the wind chest. The valve chamber 
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lated alternately by the action of suction and 

95. 

connects by passages gg, respectively, Wii, 
the pneumatic, and with the wind, chest B. The valye H is operated by a diaphragm 
controlled by the perforated music sheet on 
the tracker board in the same manner as in 
the first action described. Instead of the 
pneumatic being inflated and expanded by 
the atmospheric pressue, however, it is ex 

100 

105 

panded by the greatef pressure from the 
The arrangement and opera 

tion of the valves H H are the same as pre- - 
viously described the two different actions simply being illustrated to show the applica- . 
bility of the valves to different actions. 

16 . . 

While the valve mechanism constituting . 
the invention has been described only in . . 
connection with pneumatic actions for self 5 

playing organs, it will be manifest that the 
invention is not limited to such application . 
as the pneumatic motors D controlled by the 
valves HH could be employed for operating 
the hammers or other parts in pianosorother 
musical instruments, or in a piano player for. 
operating the fingers which actuate the keys' 
of a piano. The invention is not restricted 
to the particular use to which the pneumatics 
ER by the valves are put. 
claim as my invention: • 

1. In a pneumatic action, the combination 
of a pneumatic, valves controlling the pas 
sage of air to and from said pneumatic, means 
for operating one of said valves, and 8 lever 
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5. 

O 

20 

379,120 
arm fixed to one of said valves for trans 
mitting the motion of one valve to the other 
valve, whereby a leverage is created in favor 
of one valve, substantially as set forth. 

2. In a pneumatic action, the combination of a pneumatic, valves controlling the pas 
sage of air to and from said pneumatic, means 
for operating one valve, and a lever arm 
secured to one of said valves and bearing 
against the other valve whereby one valve 
is moved upon a movement of the other valve, substantially as set forth. 

3. In a pneumatic action, the combination of a pneumatic, valves controlling the pas 
Sage of air to and from said pneumatic, one of 
saic valves being hinged, means for operat 
ing one of said valves, and a lever artin which 
is secured to said hinged valve for trans 
mitting motion from one valve to the other 
to cause said valves to move together, sub stantially as set forth. 

4. In a pneumatic action, the combination of a pneumatic, valves controlling the pas 
sage of air to and from said pneumatic, one of 
said valves being hinged, means for operating 
one of said valves, and a lever arm which is 
secured to said hinged valve and bears against 
said other valve to be operated thereby, sub 
stantially as set forth. ..., 

5. In a pneumatic action, the combination of a pneumatic, valves controlling the pas 
sage of air to and from said pneumatic, one of 
said valves being hinged, means for operat 

ing one of said valves, a lever arm which is 
secured to said hinged valve aid bears against 
said other valve to be operated thereby, and 
means for angularly adjusting said lever are 
on the valve to which it is secured, sub stantially as set forth. 

6. In a pneumatic action, the combination of a pneumatic, valves controlling the pas 
sage of air to and from said pneumatic, 
means for operating one of said valves, tie 
other valve being hinged, a lever arm, and 
two screws securing said lever arm to said 
hinged valve, said ever arm having a pro 
jection between said screws bearing against, 
said hinged waive, whereby the lever arm 
can be angularly adjusted on the valve, said 
lever arm being arranged to be operated iy 
said other valve, substantially as set fortin. 

7. In a pneumatic action, the combination. of a pneumatic, valves controlling the pas 
sage of air to and from said pneumatic, one 
for operating one of said valves, and a lever 
arm secured to said hinged valve for trans 
mitting the motion of one valve to the other 
valve, substantially as set forth. . - 
Witness my hand, this 22d day of tiarch, 1907. 

CHRISTIAN AAERTEN, JR. 
Witnesses: 

C. W. PARKER, 
E. C. HARD. 
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